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PROCEDURESFORFIXINGANDMODIFYINGTARIFFRATES

Note by the Secretariat

At its meeting on 23-25 March 1976 the Goup requested the secretariat to draw
up, on the basis of the explanatory notes describing procedures for fixing and
modifying tariff rates (MTN/TAR/W/6 and addenda) and of any additional information it
might obtain from delegations, a synoptic table, country by country, along the lines
contained in paragraph 3 of document MTN/TAR/W/11 (MTN/TAR/5,paragraph 15).

Consequently the sacrotariat has drawn up the attached table.
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The atatutory and'applied'rates
are synonyous in respect of
the Australian Tariff and
referred to in legal coreinology
as 'General' rates. in addition
to the general rates there are
special rates (which pply to
certain goosdfrom particular,
or ingoem cases al . countries
primqe duties (which is an
additional duty arrlying to 400
itews)andsuusCt rt duties (which
apply toalimited range of chem
ieal resins and comeinto effect
if the landed duty paid price
of the imported product is
below a stipulated supportvalue

The general tariff rates, which are
included in column IF of the customs
tariff, are applicable to goods
imported from and originating in
Countries with which Bulgaria
has signed agreements containing
the most-favoured-nation clause.
The general duty rates say like-

wise be applied to goods origi-
tating in countries which, do
.I;ru, apply most-favoured
nation treatment to imports of
bulgarian products.

For the purpose of thin note;

Iegaltariffaratesare the
n.f.n. rates that have been
approveby r tcr. ior

as a result or GATT negotiations.

'Autosous' rates are applied
orge oamn either In the absence
or conventional rates or when
they are lover then the
conventional rates.(Under the
agricultural policy certain
products are subject either to
t vvaviable lovy or to a fined
customs duty plus a tariable
levy; certain goods processed
from agricultural products are
alsochargeable with a variable
compoment).

There is only one main category
ofdutires in Piniand, the .. .

duty/ whichin applied to imports
from all countries. (For reasons
relating to agricultural policy
most duties nentioned in
chapter. 1-24 are termed import
levies). For the cetr:t cf
industry customs concess. :
,ranted to certain raw material
and machinery

The general tariff concern"
imports from non'conventional'
countries. The general tariff
is also applied in the ceus of
'conventional' countries when
the 'convsritional'duty rates
are in excess of the general
rates. The 'conventional'
tariff iu applied to imports

GATT ratesart the levels
at which rates stand in the
GATT Schedule.

The rates etwhich the
goods are bound z-

Sthqdule V of the GATT

Conventional rates are

bound within the GATT
they appearin Schedules

LXII and LXII bie.

last change of GATT

dut.as was offected in1968
Since the general duties

were reformed in 1968 as
wall, they areeither

equal to the GATT. duties on

less. Accordinqly imports
from GATT countries are

subject tothe general

duty is well

Concevional rates of duty
an mainly be applied in
Stipulated clrcusttancee an
prrectiled by by-Law..

appliement or be Order-
in-Councilreducingthe
"legal cariff rates" for

a stated periodin time.

ratesofcustomsdutieson
Imports of certaingoods
can be temporarily suspanded
such susponsson which is
applied orgaannes may

either:
- consint oftotalorportial
reduction of the existing
duty!
- cover total importsof the
product suspendd orbe
limited to a speciicouota

-cover a specific product or
all goods for use in con-
structionof repair of
certain shipsoraircraft.

For the stabilization of

reductions of temporary
nature may be introduced
for certain basic tood-
stuffs.

The column "GATT rate"
givesthe bound rates.

The column "n.f. . rate
appliedgives re tagtuttory

or the applied rates.
esqra1s applid rates are

iedi.1ated on the annotattia

together with the corree-
P*Wfnql statutory rota.

column'G'tTT rate' gives
th und rates. Tie 'CIM
'statutory aet n. rati'
IWDn the a.f.n. tariff

rate, i.e. the GAT
rate unless the m.f.n.
rate ia lower. for temp
orary tariff items, this
column gives them.f.n. rae
of the respective parent
tariff items. The column
m.f.n. rate applied' gives
temporaryreductions or,
in all other cases, the
tatutory m.f.n. rate.

Thecolumn GATT rate' gives
the conventional rate. The
column 'statutory m.f.n. rate'
gives either the conventional
rate or the autonomous rate if
there is no conventional rate
or if the autonomus rate is
lover than the conventional
rate. The columan 'm.f.n. rate
appled' gives either the
suspended rate, ifsuch a rate
exists or in al other cases

the rates given in the
column'statutoryr m.f.n. reto.

The colum 'GATT rats'
gives the bound rates.
The column tuw.
.t.n. rate 'givesthe
general rate of duties
including the t- and e-
rates and the rates terward
imlport levies. Central
rates are either the same
as GATTrates or lower.

The column 'm.f..n.rate
applied' is not used since
the general rates are
the applied ones.

AUSTRIA

CZMCUlOSVAS 1A

EU lPCA-t

3.
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Rates included in the

Country Legal tariff rates GATT bound rates Temporary rates tariff rate information
(general or statutory). file (headings 4 to 6

in doc. MTN/3A/W/11

_ __ _ _ . _ __.

GREECE (cont'd)

HUNGARY

ISRAEL

JAPAN

KOREA

from countries benefiting
from special tariff treatment
under a bilateral or multilateral
agreement and imports from
countries to which the 'con-
ventional' tariff is automati
cally applied in persuance of
m.f.n. treatment.

General rates consist of m. f.n.
rates, bound and unbound rates.

The general rates are defined
as the basic rates of duty
which shall continue to be
effective on a lung-term basis
unless circumstances change.

The general rates are defined as
the basic rates of the customs
tariff and laid down on all good!
They shall continue to be effect
ive on a long-term basis unless
circumstances chance. The
tariff rates shall be applied
in the following order: GATT
TNDC rates; GATT rates; tempor-
aryi rates; general rates;
If any given rate is higher than
a rate which comes after it in
this order, the lower rate is
applicable but the temporary
rates shall have priority over
the general rates even in the
case that the temporary rates are
higher than the .general rates.

GATT rates are the rates
provided for in conventions

concluded with foreign
countries. The GATT rates
supersede the general rates

and-the temporary rates.
However, if the temporary
rate or the general rate is

lower than the GATT rate,

the former shall apply.

The GATT rates are the rates
applied to GATT contracting
parties. The GATTTNDC
rates applied to countries
which acceded to the

Protocol Relating to Trade
Negotiations Among

Developing Countries in

GATT.

The Minister for Foreign
Trade and the Minister of
Finance are empowered with
the approval of the National
Supply and Pricing Office
- to determine customs quota
- to decide which goods

shall be eligible for con-
cessions

- to raise or reduce for
specific periods the
rates in respect: of cer-
tain goods or to provis-
ionally suspend the rates.

- to amend the text of the
subheading of the Trade
Customs Tariff and the
relevant rates of customs
duty for specific periods.

- to impose customs sur-
charges for specific
periods.

A number of rates (in most
cases reduced ones) are vail
for a temporary period only,
after which the full rate
comes into effect.

Temporary rates are excep-
tions to the general rates,
taking into account such
policy factors as foreign
trade,domestic industry
and consumers.

The temporary rates were
introduced in February 1974
when the overall revision
of customs tariff was
made in order to mitigate
the shocks on the domestic
prices and domestic indus-.
tries accruing from the
overall revision.

The column 'GATT rate'gives
the bound rates. The
column 'statutory m.f.n.
rate 'gives the GATT rate
or where there is none,
the m.f.n. rate. The
cclumnl'm.f.n. rate applied
gives the 'statutory m.f.n.
rate' .

The column'GATT rate' gives
the bound rates. The
column'statutory m.f.n.
rate'gives the general
rates. The column 'm.f.n.
rate applied' gives the
GATT rates or the temporary
or general rates if they
are lower . When there
are no GATT.rates, firstly
the temporary rate and
secondly the general
rate apply, That is, the
temporary rate always
supersede the general
rate.
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Country

NEW ZEALAND

NORWAY

SOURTH AFRICA

SWEDEN

UNITED STATES

Legal tariff rates
(general or statutory)

The tariff is divided into
two parts. Part I is known as
the Standard Tariff. The
Standard Tariff contains in
its column one the normal tariff
which are the maximum rates
payable and apply to all count-
ries not entitled to preferential
entry or non-contractual
arrangements.

The general rates of duty are
applicable to imports from
those countries to which South
Africa is not bound to grant
m.f.n. treatment in terms of
GATT or a bilateral agreement.

The same rate (m.f.n. rate)
is applied to imports from all
countries (not only GATT-
countries) unless an overriding
measure specifies a lower rate.

General rates apply to imports
from the countries to which
Turkey does not apply GATT
rates or preferential rates
in terms of GATT or bilateral
Agreement.

M.f.n. rates which are set out
in column nuatred 1 of the
tariff are saesed on importa
from countries accorded m.f.n.
treatment except where prefer-
entil treatment is stipulated.
The general rates are those set
out in Column numbered 2 in the
tariff. These rates are assessed
from countries not recorded
m.f.n. treatment or preferential
+ V st nt..

GA'W bound rates

The Minister of Finance may
amend the customs tariff in
order to give effect to a
trade agreement inter alia
within the framework of the
GATT.

CATT rates are those agreed
inthe GATT negotiations.
They are applied also to
non-GATT countries.

GATT rates apply to GATT
contracting parties and
to countries which have
signed with Turkey
bilateral trade agreements
containing m.f.n. clauses.

Almost all m.f.n. rates
are concessional rates
established in GATT
negotiations.

Temporary rates

Part Is of the tariff
provides for duty concession
and the entry of certain
goods at rates more favour-
able than those of the
Standard Tariff.

The Parliament gives the
Directorate of'Customs and
Excise authority to grant
reductions or duty exemp-
tions in respect of certain
specified goods.In addition
the Customs Department may
grant reduced duty or
exemption of duty for
imports of raw materials
and auxiliary products for
industry; of volatile
ethers an'd esters (under
certain circumstances); of
machines and apparatus and
parts thereof provided that
corresponding goods are not
manufactured in Norway; and
in certain cases of yarn,
thread, cordage, ropes and
plaited bands used for
fishing and fibres for
spinning used in the manufac.
ture of such goods.

The Government is authorized
to suspend in full or in
part the application of
customs duties for a period
not exceeding three months
e.g. to meet needs of
national supply.

Duty-free admission
granted for certain
not manufactured or
tured only in small
titles in Sweden.

is
goods
manufac-
quan-

Temporary rates are

introduced on short-term
basis for the importation ol
investment goods and raw
materials.

Temporary duty suspensions
and increases are set out in

Schedule 9 of the tariff
The temporary provisions
of Schedule 9 supersede the
provisions of other.
schedules.

Rates included in the
tariff rate information
file (headings 4 to 6
in doc. MTN/3A/W/11

The column'GATT rate'
gives the bound rates.
The column 'statutory m.f.n.
rate' gives the ;
tariff rates e
duty concesaions and temporary
rates. The column'm.f.n.at
applied' shows only temporary
rates including those applied
by emergency action, but does
not include concessionary
rates.

The column"GATT rate' gives
the bound rates. The column
'statutory m.f.n. rate"gives
the GAAT rate or, where
there is none, the general
rate. The column"m.f.n.n.
rate applied" and the
annotation records give ty
reductions or exemption
and additional notes, o n
all other cases, the "statu-
tory m.f.n. rate".

The column'GATT rate'gives
the bound rates. The
column'statutory m.f.n.
rate'gives the GATT rate
or, where there is none,
the general rate. The
column'm.f.n. rate applied
gives the temporary duty-
free rates or, in all
other cases, the
'statutory m.f.n. rate'.

The column'GATT rate'
gives the bound rates.
The column'statutory m.f.n.
rate' gives either the
GATT rate or, in the few
cases where there is none,
the m.f.an. rate. The
column 'm.f.n. rate
applied' gives the
temporary rate or, in
all other cases the
'statutory m.f.n. rate'.
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jf Authoritionsimporeded tofixand The period of validity of The produres for m y therates
-In.ry modify the rates the rates andthe frequencyof modificatioin

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I,

AUSTRALIA

AUSTRIA

BUlLGARIA

CANADA

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

KUROPEAN COMMUNITIES

FIMLAND

GHN

HUNGARY

ISRAEL

JAPAN

KOREA

MEXICO

NEW ZEALND

All duty amendments are to be
effected through Parliamentary
action .

Parliamentary approval is
required

Council of Ministers

Parlimentery approval is required

The Government

"Autonomous' rates are fixed by
the Council of Ministers.

The general rate of duty is laid
down by the Parliamentary
legislation.

The Parliament

Council of Ministers

The Minister of Finance with the
approval of the Parliament

The Dist

Parliamentary approval is
required

The Parliament

Variation of rates are
implemented by an Order-ln-
Council made by the Governor
General and in some cases require
subsequent validation by
an Act of Parliment.

In general, rates are
applicable for an indefinite
period but can be changed
from time to time as
circumstances require.

The rates-remain in effect
unless changed by Parliament

The present tariff has been
in force since 1 November
1974.

Indefinitely

Reform deciding on the level of
tariff protection to be granted to
particular industries, the
Government seeks advice from the
Industries Assistance Commission,
whose function is to hold public
enquiries and makereports on
matters referred to it.

Changes in rates are normally
introduced in conjunction with
the presentation of an annual
budget to Parliament..

Tariff rates can be fixed and
modified by Government Decree

The imposition of any tax, including
customs duties, is subject to the
previous enactment of a Law, which
is adopted by the House, in accordance
with existing procedures and published
in the official Gazette. Any
modifications to customs duties and
tariff classes are also subject to
the same legislative procedure.

The general rates continue to be
in effect unless theyare
The general rate continue to be
effective on a long-term basin
unless circumstances change.

The general rates continue
to be effective on a long-te
basis unless circumstances
change.

The Tariff Commission is empowered to
study ex officio or at the request
of the interested party and to propose
to the Executive any reforms and
modifications that it considers
desirable. Proposals for modification,
establishment or elimination of tariff
subheadings or of duty levels are to
be approved by the Secretary of State
for Finance and endorsed by the
Secretary of State for Industry and
Commerce who submits them to the
President for consideration and
signature of relevant Decree.
At the end of the fiscal year, the
President submits a report to the
Parliament for approval.

I
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Country Authorition empowered to fix and The period of validityof The proc dures for modifiyingthe rates
the rates and the frequency of modification~~~~~~~~~~ _ __

NORWAY

SOUTH AFRICA

Changesinrates

The Minister of Finanee with the
subsequant approval by the
Parliament.
The Tariff Act of 1960
empowers the Government to make
partial modifications to the
tariff.

The Parliament

The Parliament

Changes in rates of duty in the
United States can be made only
by an Act of the Congress or by
the President acting under
authority delegated to him by
the Congress.

The rates of duty are every
year - as a rule on 1 January
approved by the Parliment.

The rate are applicable
for an indefinite period.

Until changed by the
Parliament

Almost all m.f.n. rates are
concessioal rates negotiated
under the GATT. Column 2
rates were either specified
in, or derived from rates
specified in the Tariff not

of 1930. Ratem are normaliy
enacted or proclaimed without
a termination date.

Public organizations, authorities
and private persons may formulate
requests for tariff changes. The
Tariff Board gives recommendations on
such proposals. Any modification,
whether of definite or temporary
character are approved by government
decree on a proposal by the Ministry
of Trade.
Parliamentary decision on proposal by the
Government or by a member or committee of
the Parliament . Apart from change
resulting from GATT negotiations, changes
are rare,

Changes in either rate of duty or
nousmlature in the tariff have not
been frequent,
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3 . G A T T BOUND R A T ES

The authorities empowered to conclude
Country tariff negotiations and negotiations The procedures requiredfor modifying the rates

for modifying the consolidated rates

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.....
AUSTRALIA

AUSTRIA

BULGARA

CANADA

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES

FINLAND

GREECE

HUNGARY

ISRAEL
JAPAN

KOREA
MEXICO

NEW ZEALAND

NORWAY

SOUTH AFRICA

SPAIN

SWEDEN

TURKEY

USA

Council of Ministers

Section U of the Customs Tariff
authorizes the Government to rake
such reductions of duties on goods
imported into Canada from any other
country or countries as any be deemed
reasonable by way of compenation for
concesions granted by any such
country or countries.

The Minister for Foreign Trade with
the approval of the Minister of Finane

The Cabinet with prior or, depandingon
circumstances, subsequent approval of
the Diet.

The Minister of Finance may amend
the customs tariff in order to give
effect to a trade agreement or the
amendment of a trade agreement
including the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade. Such an
amendment shall lapse unless
subsequently approved by
Parliament.

The Parliament

The President acting under the
authority dele ated, to his in the

Trade Act of 1l94.

The contractual rates agreed upon within
the GATT are subject to the same internal
procedures as the autonomous rates i.e.
they have to be approved by the Parliament.

Section 11 authorizes the Government to make
reductions by Order-in-Council. These reductions
may also be proposed to Parliament for enactment
by an amendment to the. Customs Tariff.

Variation of rates are implemented b. Order-
in-Council made by the Govenor. General and in
some cases require subsequent validation by an
an Act of Parliament.

Approvement by theParliament

The fixing and modification of GATT rates
require Parliamentary approval.

Procedures are set forth in the Trade Act of
1974 and other existing legislation.
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The authorievies vwapowwred to
fix increas4e or

auspeisions of duties

cy-law for concesional
rates can be madeat the
discretion of the Minister
or his delegate.

The Federal Minister for
Finance is authoried to
reduce or suspond duties in
general or in specific cases
temporarily on account of
price policies,for reasons
for supply or an a solution
to tomporary cries.

Council of Minister

An anuti toUto the Customas
Tariff, requringParlia-

mentary approval,wouldbe

required to increase the

m.f.n.rates. Section 279 or
the CoustomsAct and section

12 of the Customs Tariff

provide the Government with
theanthority to introduce

Orders-in-Council reducing

or removing rates on curtain

products on a temporary bai

Rates can also be reduced
a tomporary basiebyon
aumdet to theCustoms j

Council of Ministeres

The Cabinet la* dam

t- and 0- duties.

The Minister for WeIqX

Trade and the Minister of

Fliance with the approval

of the Mational Supply and

Pricing Office.

ErnIsktrwee of a published
lint of the rates

schedule 2 of the Customs
tariff

The office consolidation
of the Customs Tariff. or
Revenue Canada's :eoart-
mental Memoranda a D47
varies.

The Finish Collection of
Decrees.

Any coCmlit tonfn attacged
to the rates

Temporary and conceasional
reductions and susprisionsa are
only made upon request by the.
importer who has to bind him-
self to forward the amount
of the tariff reduction to
the Austrian consmar.

Section 273 of the Customs
.Act authorizes the reduction

jr removal of duties on
:--o4dn that are used as mare-
rials in Canadian manufac-
tures. Sections12 of he
Customs Tariff authoriess
the reduction. or climinaa-

tion of duties on cerd..n
chemicals and plastics
tarff items.

P-riat of validity of the
rates and conditions government .

their repeat or renewal

Temporary tariff items

Introduced pursuant to
Section 273 of the Custous
Act or Section 12 of the
Customs Tariff are usually
introduced for an initial
period of one year. They
are reviewed on acase-by-

case basis prior to their
scheduled expire date to
determine whether they should

be extended, modified and

extanded or allowed to

expire. Temporary items any
be extended a number of times
Extensionsare normally made

for periods of from one year

to four yearn.

Duties can be suspended
- for an indefinite period

in which case a fresh
decision of the Council
of Ministers is neces-
sary before the suspend-
ed duty can be restored
or

- for a specific period

generally once a year
in which case the suspen-
sion may be renewed
by decision of the
Council of Ministers.

Period of validity:from a

few month tohalf a year.

A number of rates in soct

cases reduced onnes) are
valid for a temporary

period only, after which

the full rate coes into
effect.

Country

AUSTRIALIA

AUSTRIA

CANADA

CZUOSLOllAKZA

GREECE
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The authorities empowered to
fix increases or

suspensionsof duties
Existence of a published

list of the rates
Any conditions attached

to the rates.

.
The Diet

The temporary rates system
was established by the
national legislation but
the abolition of that system
for the individual goods
requires only presidential
decree.

The Minister of Customs

The Customs Department

The Government

The Governmentis empowered

to fix suspension of du-
ties.

Council of Ministers

Temporary changes in rates
duty can be made only by an
Act of the Congress or by
the President acting under
authority delegated to him
by the Congress.

Customs Tariff Schedules

A circular letter issued at
the turn of the year by the
Directorate of Customs and
Excise covers the duty
exemptions and reductions on
specified goods

A list of the suspensions
is issued ever two years
in the Swedish code of sta-
tutes. Amendments are added
to the list when needed.

Schedule 9 of the tariff

Suspension only for products
which are not produced or .
produced only in small quan-
tities in Sweden.

Period of validity of the
rates and conditions governt

their repeat or renewal

The rates are introduced
for the validity period
of one year in principle
and are subject to annual
review by the Diet.

Temporary duty changes
requiresvalidation by
Parliament within one
year. If not so validates
the rates return to their
normal levels.

up to three months

Up to two years

Not more than two years
Renewal if the production
conditions are unchanged.

Country

JAPAN

KOREA

MEXICO

NEW ZEALAND

NORWAY

SOUTH AFRICA

SPAIN


